
Scratch a Million 
Game ID: 1073



Game description 

An amazing max win of €1,000,000! 

In this scratchcard with a really nice max win the player can win as much as €1,000,000 for 
only €2.  

Overall approximate odds to win a prize is 23.22%.
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Features 

Genuine mobile first approach 

Our mobile-first approach is exactly what it sounds like: 
designing for the smallest screen and working our way 
up. This means that every game we produce is 
automatically optimised for mobile devices. 

Auto-scratch 

All our scratch cards feature our unique Auto play 
feature which supports the requirements of all major 
jurisdictions. The player can repeatedly play the game 
without being required to manually press the buy button. 
This considerably speeds up the gameplay and 
excitement. 

Attractive design 

All our games have strong visual branding that makes 
them stand out from the crowd. We have taken an 
almost forgotten vertical and created a much more 
competitive product that will attract new and existing 
players alike.
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Game data 

Game name: Scratch a Million 
Game ID: 1073 

Default Return To Player: 50.29% 
Additional RTP level: 82.35% 
Default Hit Frequency: 23.22% 

Volatility: 5 of 5 
Exposure: 25,000x bet (excluding first prize) 

Max win: €1,000,000 or equivalent for other currencies 
Bet levels: €2 or equivalent for other currencies 
Progressive jackpot game: No 

Payout table (default RTP) 
Prizes available*    Amount 
1                                       €1,000,000.00 
80                                   €50,000.00 
80                                   €25,000.00 
400                                   €5,000.00 
1600                               €1,000.00 
8000                               €500.00 
32000                               €100.00 
80000                               €50.00 
320000                            €25.00 
1600000                        €10.00 
3200000                        €5.00 
5714285                        €2.00 
8000000                        €1.00 

* Based on a hypothetical series of 80000000 cards. Each bet has the same chance to 
win. The theoretical return to player for this game is 50.29%

Recommended size and ratio for desktop browsers 
1366x768 
16:9 

Technology and compatibility 
WebGL support: 
IE 11, Edge 12, Firefox 24, Chrome 33, Safari 8, iOS Browsers 8, Chrome Android 64, UC 
Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4 

Web Audio API support: 
Edge 12, Firefox 25, Chrome 10, Safari 6, iOS Browsers 6, Chrome Android 64, UC Android 
11.8, Samsung Internet 4 

Language and currency support 
Our games support over 20 languages and 80 currencies. Please ask your Account 
Manager for the latest doc with all details.
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Mobile View

Tablet View

Desktop View
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Thanks! 
info@hacksawgaming.com
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